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Legacy  
Contaminants: Act I
bY KatHerine baLPataKY

do yoU EVEr WoNdEr if history 
will be kind to those of us who work 
in the water sector? in october, the 
water canada team attended tarragon 
theatre’s production of the watershed. 
the play is a non-fiction account of the 
events surrounding the federal budget 
cuts to the experimental Lakes area 
(eLa)—a freshwater research station 
in northwestern ontario that has 
contributed climate and freshwater 
research unmatched by any other 
experimental operation on the planet.

Staged as a documentary, playwright 
annabel Soutar interviews scientists, 
politicians, and advocates who were 
involved in the protests and eventual 
takeover of the now infamous research 
station—including Hank venema, 
maude barlow, mP Gary Goodyear, 
david Schindler, and the young scientist 
who put her career on the line for the 
cause, diane orihel.

You wouldn’t necessarily think that a 
canadian research station that lost its 
funding through budget cuts would lend 
itself to an arresting political drama. 
However, the play encompasses larger 
issues, such as the muzzling of science, 
left-wing and right-wing ideologies, 
canada’s energy future, and the role of 
human bias in decision-making. For 
the script, acting, choreography, and 
staging, it is entertaining and compelling. 
by exposing the flaws of its characters, 
Soutar humanizes the scientific struggle 
and clarifies the human values and 
reasoning behind each opposing view.

it has been said that theatre is society’s 
sharpest way to hold a live debate. So, 
the watershed has me thinking: what 
stories about our current success or 
failure in water management in canada 
will become fabled in our history?    

in this issue of water canada, we 

tackle the meaty issue of contaminants in 
water. we profile individuals and groups 
who are tackling legacy contaminants 
as well as new ones. Jonathan rhone 
from axine technologies—the subject of 
our cover story on page 10—discusses 
an exciting new technology that may 
well change the notion of acceptable 
limits for industrial pollution. rhone 
explains how, through electrochemical 
water decontamination, it may be 
possible and affordable to eliminate  
contaminated discharge. 

on Page 14, Saul chernos explores 
the paradigm shift that’s happening in 
brownfield remediation. i spoke with 
david mcGuinty, mP for ottawa South, 
about this same topic recently, and he 
said, “Given every major city in the 
country has a target of at least a 10 per 
cent increase in densification, working 
to reclaim these sites has become both 
more important and more urgent.” 
brownfield solutions are a proud part 
of mcGuinty’s history; he headed up 
our national brownfield strategy as 
part of the national roundtable on the 
environment and the economy.  

we hear from Patrick Smyth, the 
vice-president of safety and engineering 
at the canadian energy Pipeline 
association on page 22. He explains 
how cePa members are collaborating 
with other sectors to safeguard water 
resources from spills while getting 
energy resources to market. He 
argues that the employees of pipeline 
companies appreciate canada’s water 
resources, just like you and i do. 

of course, there are many 
contaminants of importance that could 
be featured here as well as leaders across 
canada who are working to address 
them. i welcome your thoughts on who 
we should profile in act ii.  Wc

Contact katherine at  
416-444-5842 ext. 116 or  
email katherine@watercanada.net

To read a Q&A with  
playwright Annabel Souter  
visit bit.ly/Watershedtarragon
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SiNCE SEPtEMBEr, Science borealis, 
canada’s digital science salon, has been 
puncturing the social media bubble with 
“reflections: 100 voices for canadian 
Science communication.” the campaign 
pairs thoughtful quotations with bubbly 
portraits of science communicators.

operating under #scicomm100, 
the campaign has brought deserved 
attention to a gamut of canadian 
scientists, science communicators, 
science dreamers, and people of many-
hyphenated science talents.

the project goal is described as, “to 
share a broad view of the canadian 
science communication landscape, 
open a conversation around science 
communication in canada, and deepen 
readers’ appreciation of the importance 

of accurate and engaging scientific 
lessons.” moreover, the project offers 
a long-term teachable tool in the form 
of punchy and expressive assets that 
can grab the attention of kids in the 
classroom or serve as a call-sign for 
canadian science.

many of the featured communicators 
used the space to address the complexities 
of delivering science to the public. 
“Science is all about storytelling. From 
forming hypotheses to analyzing results 
we are examining how things fit together 
to tell a story about our world. Scientists 
require the precision and accuracy of 
jargon and mathematics to communicate 
to each other. the public needs the story,” 
said ele willoughby, an artist and marine 
geophysicist, for the project.

PluS  regular columns, including  
rules & regs, Groundbreakers, 
Fine Print, and Liquid assets.

To inquire about advertising,  
contact elena@actualmedia.ca
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ron is a director of 
public affairs and 
communications for 
coca-cola Ltd.
PG 24

ABOUT THE COVER

Jonathan Rhone is the CEO of Axine 
Water Technologies, a venture-
backed company commercializing 
a new method for treating industrial 
wastewater. In 2009, BC’s Technology 
Industry Association named him 
Person of the Year and he is currently 
a member of the BC Premier’s 
Technology Council. “One of the 
great fringe benefits of being a tech 
entrepreneur is that we get the luxury 
to imagine the world in a completely 
different form,” said Rhone at Walrus 
Talks event in August. On page 10,  
we speak to Rhone about his vision.

•  Flow-through shares  
for clean tech

•  A bluebelt for Ontario

•  iSO Standards  
for Water

mikE NAGy
mike is the chair of  
wellington water watchers.
PG 40

#SciComm

NElSON SWiTzER
nelson is the chief 
sustainability officer at nestlé 
waters north america. 
PG 40

Social media campaign features canadian 

science communicators. bY todd weStcott

FRONT
C

redit: Jennifer Burgess (@
jenburgessart,  jenburgessart.com

) 
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FRONT

Online at 
WATeRCAnADA.neT

We love hearing from you! Tweet us @CanadianWater

BLoG: Hey young professionals, 
check out our new syP-focused blog, 
bUbbLe by blogger-in-residence 
Jessica neal. bit.ly/BUBBLEblog

rEPort: new report on ontario 
water rates. bit.ly/OntWaterRates 

VidEo: the international Joint 
commission invites input on its 
preliminary recommendations to 
address microplastic pollution in the 
Great Lakes. bit.ly/MPlasticsIJC

Science Borealis asked 100 Canadians from the science communication community to share a statement 

of their vision of #scicomm in Canada. Partner group, Agence Science-Presse, have begun a parallel 

effort focusing on French-language communicators (#100LaScience). (L-R) Natalie Sopinka, a post doc at 

the Cooke Lab at Carleton University; Bernadette Conant, CEO of the Canadian Water Network; Chelsea 

Rochman, assistant professor of freshwater and marine ecology, University of Toronto.

asked about the online response 
to the initiative, Sarah boon, the 
founding member of Science borealis 
said, “we started collecting quotes 
for this campaign back in the spring. 
initially we had a difficult time 
getting people to participate. now 
that we’ve launched, however, the 
response has been tremendous. People 
from a variety of backgrounds are 
commenting and sharing the quotes on 
twitter and Facebook. other science 
communication voices are requesting 
to be added to the list (we’re already 
taking names for next year!). we had 
a signal boost from the minister of 
Science, Kirsty duncan, twice during 
our campaign.” 

duncan, while not immodest, was 
not the only media-friendly persona 
captured. Jay ingram, former host of 
the long running science journalism 
show daily Planet, and chris Hadfield, 
canada’s astronaut turned media 
impresario, both contributed text bites 
to the program.

“overall, this initiative has really 
opened up a broad discussion of science 
communication across the country. it 
has inspired people to think about why 
and how they communicate science 
in their everyday lives. we’re now 
working to make as many of the quotes 

as possible available as prints that 
people can purchase, with proceeds 
going to support new Science borealis 
initiatives,” boon said, emphasizing the 
broad appeal of science to canadian 
consumer. 

what’s the water connection? 
the project has featured a number 
of prominent water scientists and 
communicators: brett Favaro, 
research scientist and instructor at 
the Fisheries and marine institute 
of memorial University; Steve J. 
cooke, professor of fish ecology and 
conservation physiology, and canada 
research chair; and water canada’s 
own Katherine balpataky, among quite 
a few others.

Science Borealis is grateful to 
these talented artists: Peggy Muddles, 
Raymond Nakamura, Jen Burgess, 
Catherine Lau, Geoff Lee, Hannah 
Brazeau, Premee Mohamed, Mika 
McKinnon, Robert Bateman, and 
Jacques Goldstyn.  Wc

todd westcott is  
water canada’s content 
and marketing manager.

C
redits: Peggy M

uddles (@
vexedm

uddler, etsy.com
/ca/shop/theVexedM

uddler)

All back issues of Water Canada 
are available for download  
at library.actualmedia.ca
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Operator 
diane King 

conducts 
extensive 

water testing 
to confirm 
regulatory 

requirements 
are met.

dRINKING WATER

tHE rEGioNAL MUNiCiPALity oF yorK is responsible for 
the delivery of safe, high-quality drinking water to more 
than 1.1 million residents. water is collected from various 
sources, including 41 groundwater production wells, two 
surface water intakes in Lake Simcoe, and two intakes in 
Lake ontario through partnerships with city of toronto and 
regional municipality of Peel.

managing existing and potential contaminant sources 
plays an important role in protecting municipal drinking 
water. York region uses a multi-barrier approach through 
training, treatment, monitoring and testing, emergency 
preparedness, and Source Protection—mitigating risks on 
the landscape today and preventing future risks through 
land-use planning. 

Contaminant threats
in order to prevent contamination, threats to drinking 
water sources require effective tracking and management. 
Potential threats in York region include septic systems, 
industrial and commercial activities such as the storage 
and handling of fuels and solvents, and agricultural threats. 
Legislation governing the management of these threats has 
recently come into effect and requires the development of 
risk management plans. 

York region’s collaborative 

approach to source protection 

against contaminants.

bY miKe FairbanKS and tanYa KamPHerm martin

Branch 
Out

Process control 
systems 
technologist, 
Kyle Carlen, 
inspects water 
infrastructure 
equipment 
to ensure the 
uninterrupted 
delivery of 
clean, safe 
drinking water.

C
redits: The Regional M

unicipality of York

Sewer 
use bylaw 

enforcement 
officer, Jen 

Ryan, is part 
of a team 

who guard 
against 

pollution 
before it 

goes down 
the drain.
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mike Fairbanks is a program manager, 
water resources, and tanya Kampherm 
martin is a hydrogeologist and risk 
management inspector at York region.

dRINKING WATER

Significant success
Since 2011, all of the approximately 
500 sites with potential threats 
initially identified in the region have 
been verified and either confirmed 
or removed from the list of potential 
threats. through proactive engagement, 
continued research, and collaborative 
outreach and communication, more 
than 300 additional sites with potential 
threats were added to the list. to date, 
approximately 75 per cent of those 
new sites have been verified and either 
confirmed or removed. in addition, a 
total of 53 risk management Plans are 
in effect for sites that were confirmed to 
be a significant threat to drinking water. 
to ensure compliance with negotiated 
risk management Plan, 30 of those sites 
were inspected in 2015 and 2016. 

in 2016, York region was selected as a 
recipient of the american water works 
association exemplary Source water 
Protection award for metropolitan 
Source water Systems. the award 
was a wonderful tribute to the success 
gained through collaboration between 
each of the branches within our 
environmental Services department. 
However, the most gratifying result is 
safe and reliable drinking water.  Wc

Collaboration is key
in order to ensure the success of this 
multi-barrier approach, York region’s 
environmental Services department 
collaborates across all six of its branches. 
the department is comprised of six 
branches. (see figure 1) 

addressing potential threats to source 
water includes such actions as evaluating 
on-site activities, implementing risk 
management measures, and negotiating 
a risk management Plan with the 
affected business or land owner. to help 
with the implementation, York region 
council approved an incentive program 
to subsidize the costs of risk management 
measures and foster relations with 
affected landowners and businesses.

Emerging contaminants 
emerging risks to source water are 
also being incorporated into York 
region’s protection efforts. with the 

identification of emerging issues such 
as pharmaceuticals and personal care 
products in the water industry, York region 
established an emerging contaminants 
working Group. this internal group has 
representatives from various business 
units and provides an intra-departmental 
forum to discuss research initiatives and 
coordinate activities related to emerging 
contaminants.

outreach to local municipal partners and 
realtors has helped prevent potential new 
threats, by making them aware of land uses 
and activities that present risks. regular 
enquiries are made to local municipalities 
to ensure new land development 
decisions align with the region’s Source 
Protection requirements. approximately 
90 development applications per year are 
reviewed—many of which require land-use 
planning policies be implemented so that 
York region is able to protect drinking 
water sources. 

Figure 1: Branch vs Contributions to Multi-Barrier Approach

Includes water resources staff who are primarily  
responsible for implementing Source Protection initiatives.

Conducts asset life cycle and  
system performance analysis.

Responsible for operator training, drinking  
water quality testing, and water treatment.

Ensures financial sustainability  
and continued resources.

Oversees internal processes, and provide checks  
and balances to ensure all regulations are met.

Environmental Promotion  
and Protection 

infrastructure Asset  
Management 

operations, Maintenance,  
and Monitoring

Strategy and  
Business Planning 

Strategy Liaison and  
Policy implementation

Capital Planning  
and delivery

designs and builds water and  
wastewater infrastructure.
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WASTEWATER

operations, pharmaceutical firms, and 
oil and gas projects. a successful 100-
site test program has confirmed the 
technology works. now the company 
plans to install the first commercial 
installations with the help of a just-
announced $8-million round of venture 
capital financing from Japanese 
multinational asahi Kasei corp.

Jonathan rhone, ceo of axine, 
recently explained what potential asahi 
sees in the business. “they recognize that 
the whole area around the interface of 
advanced materials and manufacturing 
processes and wastewater treatment 
is a huge issue. there is no question 
about it, the products we manufacture 

Jonathan rhone of axine water technologies has vision for the 

next hub of innovation and de-contamination. bY JeFF SanFord

Rise of the West

C
redit: Axine W

ater Technologies

ModErN MANUFACtUriNG MEtHodS 

have delivered technological miracles 
like the smartphone. but the advanced 
materials these products are composed 
of generate new challenges in terms of 
wastewater treatment. enter axine—a 
west-coast start-up, about to bring a new 
product to market, that just may have the 
solution for treating complex, modern 
wastewater streams.

based in vancouver, british 
columbia, axine water technologies is 
getting ready to scale-up it proprietary 
electrochemical water decontamination 
system into a commercial product 
that will treat the waste streams from 
microelectronic production, chemical 

today are much more complex from a 
chemical standpoint. complex organics, 
recalcitrant polymers, surfactants, 
and toxic organics are creating waste 
streams that are much more complex 
than has traditionally been the case [...] 
water decontamination today requires 
a rethink.”

the technology
to treat these modern waste streams, 
axine has developed its electro-
chemical process, which uses advanced 
membranes similar to those in so-called 
fuel cells used to create electricity and 
power cars. in an energy generating 
fuel cell, an advanced membrane strips 

The Axine management team (L-R) Goran Sparica, senior VP 
of engineering; Jonathan Rhone, CEO; James Yates, director of 
wastewater solutions; david Harvey, director of product development.
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WASTEWATER

an electrified catalyst inlaid in the 
membrane creates a system that oxidizes 
contaminants in water and reduces 
those contaminants to their basic  
chemical components. 

“we’re not just filtering the water. the 
ionic exchange membrane generates 
oxidants, which break down the 
pollutants,” said rhone. “what’s left over 
are harmless by-products like nitrogen 
and oxygen.” the advantages to such a 
system are many.

conventional processes for 
industrial water treatment include bio-
decontamination or simple filtration, 
which create sludge that has to be 
disposed of. Upgrading these traditional 

C
redit: Axine W

ater Technologies
C

redit: W
ikiC

om
m

ons
ions from hydrogen gas producing 
electricity and generating only water 
as a by-product. axine applies a similar 
membrane-based solution to water 
decontamination.

the founder and chief engineer at 
axine, colleen Legzdins, once worked 
for b.c.-based ballard Power, a company 
that has been producing fuel cells for 
industrial use for years. but rhone is 
careful to distinguish the axine product 
from the ballard one. axine’s product 
cleans water. ballard’s product generates 
electricity. “there is an advanced 
membrane involved. but we’re a 
completely different product,” he said.

in the case of the axine technology, 

A group accompanies Washington State Governor Jay Inslee on a visit of 
the world’s largest radioactive waste treatment plant in Washington. Inslee 
has signed a memorandum of understanding with B.C. Premier Christy Clark 
affirming their mutual interest in creating a Western clean tech hub, known 
as the Cascadia Innovation Corridor for cross-border collaboration. 

(L-R) Victor Leung, 
product development 
engineer; david 
Harvey, director 
of product 
development; and 
Melody Lu, analytical 
chemist of Axine 
Technologies. The 
group are seen here 
reviewing product 
development 
materials at Axine’s 
product development 
centre in Vancouver.
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Being able to partner with universities, such as the University of British 
Columbia, make Vancouver an attractive city to establish a startup.

other waste products.”
axine doesn’t sell the system. they 

install it and then charge a monthly 
fee, which means no upfront cost. the 
initial application will focus on treating 
ammonia—a massive global market. but 
the company will extend the system to 
treat other contaminants. “depending on 
what catalyst is used in the membrane, 
different waste streams can be treated. 
and we have a pipeline of researchers 
working on a number of different 
catalysts,” said rhone. 

“Some of the wastewater streams 
being created today are fairly complex 
and involve multiple streams. we’ve 
already got customers coming in saying, 
‘can you do this?’”

there is real interest in growing this 
company into something much larger.

WASTEWATER

systems requires huge outlays in plants 
and equipment. axine offers a system that 
is small, modular, and can be attached to 
existing systems so that the wastewater 
stream is polished to a level that it 
can be discharged into the municipal  
water system. 

Matters of competetiveness
“Some of these wastewater streams 
are so challenging customers have to 
truck that wastewater off-site. but that’s 
expensive. we can disrupt that and treat 
on site so that the water can reused or 
discharged to local municipal system[s],” 
said rhone. think of the technology 
as a sort-of polishing system that can 
bring water up to acceptable levels of 
clean. “it’s [a] low-cost solution that can 
decontaminate water without creating 

the west as an innovation hub
Helping axine succeed in its growth 
plans is the nurturing environment of 
the burgeoning west coast clean-tech 
sector. rhone is a member of the b.c. 
Premier’s technology council, on the 
advisory board of the Pacific institute 
for climate Solutions, as well as chair 
of the bc cleantech ceo alliance. He 
is at the center of an exciting, growing 
industrial hub. 

case in point, this past February, 
Justin trudeau spoke to a delegation 
of over 1,400 people at the GLobe 
2016 innovation expo and Leadership 
Summit—an event positioning itself as 
north america’s largest sustainable-
business event. in January— only days 
after the b.c. government announced it 

C
redit: Shrum

 Science C
entre

Simon Fraser University chemistry student Rachel Ashley (right) assists B.C. Premier Christy Clark and Port 
Moody-Coquitlam-Port Coquitlam MP James Moore in an experiment in the Shrum Science Centre at SF 
University. SFU supports many clean technology innovations in energy storage and water treatment sectors.

Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau delivered 
the keynote speech 
at GLOBE 2016 in 
Vancouver in March, 
2016. He spoke about 
Canada’s plan to invest 
in clean growth, and 
how western Canada 
has, and continues to 
be, a significant driver 
of the clean economy.

C
redit: G

LO
BE Series

C
redits: U

niversity British C
olum

bia
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Oakville  •  Kitchener  •  Kingston  •  Edmonton

Since 1990, XCG Consulting Ltd. has provided 

innovative and practical environmental 

solutions for our clients in the fields of: 

  Municipal 
Infrastructure

  Water Resources

  Site Assessment

  Solid Waste

  Wastewater &  
Water Treatment

  Remediation & 
Risk Assessment

  Hazardous 
Materials 
Management

  Training & 
Operations

xcg.com

would not support the trans mountain 
Pipeline expansion—oilsands companies 
Suncor and cenovus committed 
$50-million a new fund in partnership 
with the bc cleantech ceo alliance. 
in September, Premier christy clark 
and washington Governor Jay inslee 

signed a memorandum of understanding 
affirming their shared interest in creating 
a cascadia innovation corridor. 

“i’d say in the last 10 years vancouver 
area and b.c., in general has emerged 
as one of the top global centres of clean 
tech and innovation. we have world class 
universities, fantastic technical talent, 
great entrepreneurs. there are almost 

300 pure play clean-tech companies 
here now,” said rhone. that is, there is 
a functional community that includes 
research institutions, companies, and 
funding from venture capital firms from 
europe and asia. 

“we’re finding that increasingly the 
world is looking to 
vancouver to find 
these solutions,” said 
rhone. asked if living 
among the stunning 
natural environment 
along the west coast 
inspires those in the 
b.c. clean-tech sector 

he said, yes. “People say that... and i 
think there’s some truth to it. there is an 
intangible asset living here. there is an 
amazing natural environment out here 
and people tend to get out in it and take 
environment issues seriously. that’s an 
intangible asset here.”

as the global economy increases 
in terms of the complexity and 

sophistication of the products produced, 
the west coast is developing the methods 
and technologies to manage the waste, 
including new and complex wastewater 
streams. “whether it’s a pharmaceutical 
plant in southeast asia that produces 
difficult wastewater or a plant in the 
oil sands, we need to continue to think 
about how to treat these difficult 
pollutants. we can’t let these wastes find 
their way into the water and then into 
what we eat. we need more innovation 
to make sure the cost of wastewater 
doesn’t put the economy and the culture 
out of business,” said rhone. “this 
technology solves a multi-billion-dollar 
problem.”  Wc

WASTEWATER

in the last 10 years, vancouver Area 

and b.c. in general has emerged 

as one of the top global centres of 

clean tech and innovation.

Jeff Sanford is a freelance 
journalist in toronto.
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Installation of injection remediation 
infrastructure by Vertex Environmental Inc. 
beneath roadway at spill site in central Ontario.

and dump brownfield cleanups could 
someday become a thing of the past. 

the wrong kind of legacy
through the late 1980s and 1990s, 
communities began to confront 
chemical trails left by earlier generations. 
Hollywood captured this with two 
courtroom thrillers. a civil action, 
starring John travolta, addressed 
the leakage of the industrial solvent 
trichloroethylene (tce) into a local 
aquifer. two years later, erin brockovich, 
featuring Julia roberts, took on an 

new technologies go after brownfield contaminants at the source. bY SaUL cHernoS

Extreme 
Sites

C
redit: Vertex Environm

ental

No oNE WANtS residual diesel or 
chlorinated solvents in their drinking 
water. Yet, scant decades ago, fuel tanks 
were left to rot underground, and liquid 
waste was disposed of with little regard 
for the future. out of sight, out of mind. 
various estimates suggest that there are 
tens of thousands of known or suspected 
contaminated sites in canada. However, 
new and emerging technologies designed 
to remediate contamination on-site are 
providing opportunities to restore these 
deserted spaces and protect groundwater 
resources. as such, traditional dig 

energy company’s release of hexavalent 
chromium from its evaporating ponds. 
while some public unease about moving 
into brownfield spaces lingers, the 
increasing demand for real estate—
particularly on waterfront and riverbank 
properties—is overcoming these fears. 

“as people become more 
sophisticated in their understanding 
of contamination—what levels are 
okay and what aren’t—there’s much 
more acceptance of buying property 
on a former brownfield site,” said 
bruce tunnicliffe, president of vertex 

Remediation crews installing injection infrastructure 
adjacent to Lake Ontario in Toronto’s Portlands district.

Sherbourne Common, 
the iconic waterfront 

park, transformed from a 
brownfield site, along Lake 

Ontario in downtown Toronto. 
It is the first park in Canada to 

integrate a neighbourhood-
wide stormwater treatment 

facility into its design.
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redit: Vertex Environm
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Remediation crews installed horizontal well infrastructure 
underneath a contaminated roadway in response to a 
formaldehyde spill near Trout Lake near North Bay.

In response to a heating oil spill, crews injected 
oxidants to a site adjacent to a lake in eastern Ontario.

Sherbourne Common transformed a brownfield site 
into an outdoor living room and urban park.

environmental in cambridge, ont.
tunnicliffe has overseen a considerable 

number of brownfield remediation 
projects. He said projects typically 
involve participation from all three levels 
of government. while the provinces 
generally regulate clean-up practices 
and standards, the federal government 
oversees sites on federal and First 
nations lands. municipalities also play 
a key role—they often own or have a 
stake in properties where pollution 
has occurred. while municipalities are 
a key driver, remediation efforts can 
be cooperative, with upper levels of 
government sometimes helping finance 
clean-ups and related activities.

olympic efforts
when the 2010 olympic winter Games 
were awarded to vancouver, the city 
moved forward plans to construct 
new subway lines, including the 
redevelopment of old industrial land. 
tunnicliffe recalls a small patch in the 
vicinity that was contaminated with 
polychloroethylene (Pce) from a dry 
cleaner. vertex environmental helped 
engineer removal of contaminants 

from the soil. “we injected an oxidant 
called permanganate into the ground 
and then extracted and tested the 
groundwater underneath to see the 
effects,” tunnicliffe explained. injecting 
remediation compounds into the soil 
is a modern technique for treating 
contamination in situ, as opposed to 
removing contaminated soil and treating 
and then disposing of it elsewhere, 
tunnicliffe said. vertex used this same in 
situ injection technique to remove tce 
from a site close to the company’s head 
office in cambridge. tunnicliffe said the 
groundwater flowing underneath the 
site was dissolving the contaminants, 
with the mixture migrating underneath 
approximately 900 homes and into a 
nearby river.

tce tends to quickly dissipate in open 
air, but in this case, some of the solvent 
became trapped in underlying bedrock. 
“we controlled the source such that 
the remaining plume, over time, will 
dissipate and decrease in concentration. 
but with some of these contaminated 
groundwater issues we deal with, we 
have to resort to management almost as 
much as remediation.”

in situ clean-ups have largely focused 
on permeable sands and gravel, where 
plumes reside (a plumes is the area in 
which a contaminant spreads through 
soils). However, practitioners of 
remediation work have their sights set 
on denser clay environments where 
contaminants tend to concentrate. dense 
environments tend to create an ironic 
safe zone for pollutants, protecting them 
from efforts to eradicate them.

“there’s been no way to flush a lot of 
water through a clay layer,” said michaye 
mcmaster, a senior principal with 
Geosyntec consultants who works from 
the Florida-based company’s Guelph, 
ont. office. “dig-and-haul has been a 
common historical approach to cleaning 
up these sites.”

Charged up
Geosyntec is working to change the 
brownfield remediation game with two 
technologies so new they’re still partially 
under trial. one of them, electrokinetic 
technology, uses an electrical field 
created by electrodes placed in the 
ground to move chemicals, and in 
some cases microorganisms, in and out 

C
redit: Vertex Environm

ental
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of target formations in the subsurface 
“we’re aiming to deliver remediation 
compounds such as oxidants, bacteria, 
and electron donors into these layers,” 
mcmaster said. environmental 

electrokinetics, developed in the 1990s, 
has proven to have great potential for 
remediating low-permeable soils such as 
clays and silt. 

with a full-scale application underway 
in denmark, Geosyntec embarked 
on a pilot study in southern ontario 
earlier this year aimed at treating 
chlorinated solvent residues contained 
in a low clay and till mix underneath an 

operational industrial site. “the basis of 
electrokinetics is to treat the source, not 
just the plume,” mcmaster explained.

Geosyntec is also in the early stages 
of applying another new technology, 

branded Star by its developers 
at the University of edinburgh, 
which heats the underground 
contamination to temperatures 
as high as 800˚c so that it 
smoulders. the idea, mcmaster 
said, is to turn thick, toxic 
compounds to vapour.

while Geosyntec is 
conducting indoor lab tests to 

assess the technology’s capabilities to 
treat various compounds, the company 
is using it for a new Jersey client looking 
to clean up a lagoon containing coal 
tar residue. “coal tars don’t move,” 
mcmaster said. “the liquids are very 
sticky, so the treatment remedy has been 
to either excavate them or stabilize them 
using cement. However, both methods 
are costly, and Star was developed as an 

alternative to treat it on-site.”
mcmaster said she hopes the new 

technologies will spell an end to dig-
and-haul and improve the protection 
of precious water resources. “it’s 
unpalatable to me that we’ve thought it 
acceptable to take contamination and 
haul it somewhere else and think it’s 
fine,” she said.

as far as protecting water resources, 
mcmaster said dealing with deeper, 
denser soils and clay zones is vital to 
long-term protection, because this is 
where contaminants concentrate. “these 
source areas have to be treated so we’re 
not impacting water resources in the 
decades to come.”  Wc

Saul chernos is a toronto-
based freelance writer with 
a focus on environment and 
infrastructure issues.

it’s unpalatable to me that  

we’ve thought it acceptable  

to take contamination and  

haul it somewhere else.
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business of making clean drinking water 
has been completely transformed.

in generations past, most water 
operators gained employment straight 
out of high school; these days, however, 
operators are required to have a strong 
foundation in science, engineering, and 
technology. ePcor quality assurance 
director Steve craik said, “For large 
water treatment facilities with their own 
laboratories (like ePcor in edmonton), 
the greater degree of sophistication 

How are we training the next generation of water sector professionals?

bY triStan SimPSon

Workforce of the Future

At tHE EASt-ENd oF toroNto on on 
Lake ontario lies the r.c. Harris water 
treatment Plant. this vast facility has 
been providing clean drinking water for 
more than 70 years. and for 70 years the 
building has been a fixture on toronto’s 
shoreline. the plant, dubbed “the jewel 
by the lake,” is a good example of the 
evolution in water treatment that has 
taken place across the country. while 
the building’s exterior and its employees’ 
objectives remain unchanged, the actual 

means more reliance on individuals with 
advanced degrees like an m.Sc. and Phd.” 
craik said that students entering the 
work force are generally more computer 
savvy than their predecessors, which 
is warranted with the greater reliance  
on computers. 

Emerging technologies
within a 10-year timeframe, water 
management has been transformed 
with new technologies coming online 
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1  The R. C. Harris Water Treatment Plant in Toronto, Ont., is both a crucial piece of infrastructure and an architecturally acclaimed historic building 

named after the longtime commissioner of Toronto’s public works R.C. Harris.  2  Participants at the Walkerton Clean Water Centre (WCWC) take part 

in a watermain tapping course.  3  Lindsay Ariss, WCWC technician and instructor, explains a component of an online turbidity meter to a group of 

Centennial College students in the Technology demonstration Facility.  4  Venkat Ramani delivers water-related training courses across the province 

and also develops new water-related courses.  5  Operators gain hands-on training during Maintenancefest at the WCWC. Here participants conduct 

simulated watermain repair under the new Ontario Watermain disinfection procedure.
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18,950+tons
of greenhouse 
gases annually

On 
average, 
FER-PAL 
saves

Not a single 
tree uprooted

of 
underground 

watermain 
restored

1,500km

Stay ahead of the curve with FER-PAL

ferpalinfrastructure.com
p: 416-742-3713  e: info@ferpalinfrastructure.com

Our industry-leading  
trenchless watermain  

solutions provide a green 
alternative to open-cut.

The green choice

afterbefore

for monitoring, treatment, and 
distribution. For example, operators 
can test for emerging containments 
and pathogens that couldn’t be 
identified before. Labs use advanced 
water treatment technologies such 
as ultra-filtration membranes and 
analytical instrumentation that can 
detect micro-pollutants to parts-per-
billion and parts-per-trillion levels. 

william Fernandes, the director of 
water treatment and supply for the 
city of toronto said that, overall, there 
has been a shift to automated systems 
and computerized applications 
to store information and support 
operations and maintenance. even 
field instrumentation has transitioned 
to microprocessor from analog 
control he said. improved reliability 
and automation of equipment has 
improved efficiency, allowing workers 
to focus on higher-level functions. 
time spent on paper charts and 
manually recording data can now 
be used to focus on system-wide 
challenges. For example, Supervisory 
control and data acquisition 
(Scada) systems help staff to 
rapidly address equipment issues or 
changing water quality. as a result, 
“there is a greater need for workers 
w ith automation, instrumentation, 
or controls backgrounds to support 
plant operations, and those related 
to information technology,”  
said Fernandes. 

“operators need to understand how 
systems work from source to final 
discharge,” said Pat miller, Sun Peaks 
Utilities’ director of utilities. “they 
also need to know how equipment 
works and the impacts of their 
actions on a broad scale.” in the age 
of automation, miller believes that 
the skills necessary to code in PLc/
Scada software are critical when 
troubleshooting issues. “that being 
said, operators still need to know 
how to operate heavy equipment, like 
backhoes, skid steers, and excavators,” 
said miller.

Hands-on training needs
despite the need for higher education, 
employers still place a heavy emphasis 
on hands-on experience. the 2015 bc 
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L-r: Pat Miller, Sun Peaks Utilities’ director of utilities—the first female operator on the Environmental 

Operators Certification Program board; Venkat Ramani, a senior operational instructor at Walkerton 

Clean Water Centre, who was instrumental in establishing a partnership with Bimose Tribal Council 

for the delivery of training to First Nation Operators; William Fernandes, the director of water 

treatment and supply for the City of Toronto; and EPCOR quality assurance director Steve Craik. 

“to fully understand the equipment, 
an operator needs hands-on experience 
and training. we provide training 
both by a peer-to-peer method and by 
utilizing educational organizations,” said 
mike Gosselin, past chair of the eocP 
board and a city of Kelowna wastewater 
manager. industry professionals praise 
schools and training programs that 

water and wastewater Sector workforce 
Survey noted that hands-on learning and 
certification are keys to progress in water- 
and wastewater-sector careers: “there 
are limited pathways for new operators 
to successfully enter the workforce, and 
additional education options are required 
to train underemployed individuals with 
related degrees and diplomas.” 

offer co-op placements. training videos 
are more prevalent now than in the 
past. many suppliers are starting to put 
training videos on sites like Youtube, and 
some firms actually require suppliers 
to provide videos or animations for 
teaching. even industry associations are 
training through videos and animations.

People skills
miller noted that communications 
skills are also increasingly important 
for water operators. managers need to 
interact with decision-makers and the 
communities they serve now more than 
ever before, because there is a greater 
awareness and desire to understand how 
water is being treated. “being aware of 
people’s perceptions can make or break 
a system, help or hinder funding for 
new projects, and is crucial for making 
customers understand issues like water 
conservation or non-flushable wipes,” 
said miller.

Kate reilly, a Phd candidate and 

You see the headlines  
and understand  
the challenges. 

Now you can  
match them  
with solutions.
getcleantech.com
The global community of  
cleantech people and projects
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educator in integrated water resources 
management at mcGill University, 
said this is also true of practitioners 
who are managing source water at the 
watershed level. reilly currently teaches 
an m.Sc. course in watershed systems 
management that places a significant 
emphasis on approaches to public 
engagement for water management. 
reilly said, “a common risk of current 
watershed planning is that once plans 
are produced, the process is considered 
finished and the plan’s recommendations 
are not implemented. therefore, we [the 
educators] concentrate on evaluating 
and prioritizing the problems in a 
watershed, taking advantage of windows 
of opportunity, building momentum by 
successfully implementing small actions, 
and building stakeholder ownership 
of the process.” reilly added, “we 
emphasize stakeholder participation 
in watershed management decisions, 
including how to design a participation 
process, use its results, and evaluate its 

effectiveness. while we do not expect 
all our students to run a stakeholder 
participation process in their future jobs, 
it is vital that they understand the value 
of stakeholder input to decision-making.”

diversifying the workforce
encouraging females to join the water 
sector is another key priority for 
leaders and educators in the industry. 
Historically, the number of women 
working as water operators has been 
low. For example, a 2015 survey of by the 
bc water and wastewater association 
found that women accounted for 
only 12.9 per cent of the water sector 
workforce in british columbia, and that 
numbers are even lower for operator 
and supervisor positions. 

miller is the first female operator 
on the environmental operators 
certification Program (eocP) board. 
the eocP is responsible for certifying 
water and wastewater operators in 
british columbia and the Yukon. the 

organization evolved 50 years ago from 
a handful of wastewater treatment plant 
operators. miller said that the female 
participation in the sector is increasing. 
“when i started with eocP, i found that 
there were around 100 certified female 
operators. now, 12 years later, there are 
just over 200 female operators,” she said.

advice for those looking for a career 
in water management? miller, reilly, and 
Gosselin all agree that while training 
programs are delivering what’s needed to 
learn the fundamentals, maintaining skills 
and keeping current with technological 
advancements must be ongoing. craik 
stressed that new recruits should be 
prepared for continuing education after 
they enter the workforce.    Wc

tristan Simpson is a  
freelance writer in toronto.
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water protection remains 

a critical focus for the oil 

and gas pipeline industry.

bY PatricK SmYtH 

Over & 
Under

Pipeline operators 
regularly conduct 
emergency response 
exercises, including 
in bodies of water, to 
ensure they are prepared 
to effectively respond.

CONVEYANCE

Photo courtesy of Trans M
ountain Expansion

LAKES, StrEAMS, ANd riVErS make 
up approximately nine per cent of the 
country’s ecosystem, and water is the 
life blood of canadian communities—
many of which are home to our 
canadian energy Pipeline association 
(cePa) member employees and 
their families. we all understand the 
critical importance of keeping these 
waterways safe.   

transmission pipelines are the 
safest method to transport oil and 
gas products, with strict regulations, 
comprehensive codes and standards, 
and guiding documents in place 
to ensure acceptable practices are 
employed for watercourse management. 
this is the result of extensive research 
and investment that has gone towards 
ensuring that the ecosystem is protected 
at every stage throughout the life cycle 
of any given pipeline. 

This photo shows the 
Trans Mountain Expansion, 
originally built in 1953. The 
Trans Mountain is proposing 
an expansion of this existing 
1,150-kilometre pipeline 
between Strathcona County 
(near Edmonton), Alberta, 
and Burnaby, B.C. 
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recognizing the real and perceived 
risks associated with the industry, cePa 
members are constantly innovating with 
new research and safeguards like protective 
coatings, and advanced technologies like 
acoustic monitoring. over 100 biologists, 
engineers, government officials, and other 
experts are working with the pipeline 
industry to update our comprehensive 
guidelines for constructing pipelines that 
cross bodies of water.

through this engagement and 
research, our members have identified 
six priorities to protect waterways:

Selecting the route
biologists, environmentalists, and other 
experts go through a comprehensive 
process when selecting the safest place 
for a pipeline to cross a body of water. 
they explore ways to minimize the 
pipeline’s impact by analyzing factors like 
bank stability and presence of wildlife, 
vegetation, and fish habitat. cePa and 
its member companies continue to 
explore and implement best practices 
in this area to ensure the optimal safety 
of the pipeline and protection of the 

environment within and adjacent to a 
proposed water crossing location.

designing the pipeline
Pipelines that must cross waterways 
and are in the proximity of aquifers are 
designed to strict criteria. these criteria 
include thicker walls and for larger 
water bodies, automated block valves 
are installed on one or both sides of the 
watercourse crossing, which stop the 
flow of product in the pipeline further 
reducing the possibility of an accidental 

spill or leak. operators apply protective 
coatings to the pipes during construction 
to prevent the steel from having direct 
contact with water or soil, which can 
cause corrosion. where necessary, cables, 
bolts, and weights may be installed for 
extra stability.

Constructing carefully 
when building a pipeline across a 
waterway, operators choose the safest 
method based on the local ecosystems 
and industry-leading standards, and 
government regulations. For example, 
operators may use a trenchless method—
such as horizontal directional drilling 
underneath the river—to minimize the 
environmental footprint on existing 
ecosystems through which the pipeline 
is installed. the industry continues to 
focus on new and improved technology 
to refine construction techniques, which 
will further minimize the environmental 
footprint associated with these activities.

Monitoring and inspection
once in operation, pipelines have 24/7 
monitoring systems keeping a close 

watch on the flow of 
product in the pipeline. if 
there are changes, alarms 
will alert the operator 
and valves will be shut 
immediately. 

Pipelines are inspected 
regularly with in-line 
inspection tools that 
travel inside a pipeline to 
measure pipe thickness 
and metal loss. company 
employees travel the 

pipeline right-of-ways looking for 
anything out of the ordinary, and aerial 
inspections give operators a bird’s eye 
view of the right-of-way. 

new pipeline monitoring techniques 
are being tested by some cePa members, 
including using acoustic monitoring of 
sounds at several pipeline locations near 
river crossings.  additionally fiber optic 
technology—which can provide instant 
information about the condition of the 
pipeline—is being explored by some of 
cePa’s member companies.

Preparing for emergencies
while pipeline emergencies are rare, 
operators are prepared to quickly and 
effectively respond if an incident does 
happen. in 2015, cePa members 
experienced zero significant liquids 
incidents and only one natural gas 
incident. all cePa members carry out 
regular emergency response exercises 
and have emergency management plans 
in place. in addition, all cePa members 
have an agreement in place, called mutual 
emergency assistance agreement, which 
can be triggered in an emergency when 
another member requests assistance. 

Ensuring safety for life
Pipeline companies have a lifetime 
commitment to ensure their operations 
remain safe for the public and the 
environment, even if a pipeline isn’t 
being used. retired pipelines are subject 
to specific regulatory requirements to 
ensure their safety. across canada, very 
few transmission pipelines been retired 
to date. Smaller gathering, feeder and 
distribution lines go out of service more 
frequently, but when it comes to large 
diameter transmission lines, we have little 
experience to tell us what the long-term 
impacts might be along the right-of-way.

Since 2013, cePa has been sponsoring a 
Pipeline abandonment research Program, 
in conjunction with the Petroleum 
technology alliance of canada (Ptac).

the goal of the research program is to 
learn what happens to pipelines after they 
have been retired, and to develop guidelines 
for safe, economic and environmentally 
sound pipeline retirement.  Wc

CONVEYANCE

Patrick Smyth is the vice 
president of Safety and 
engineering for cePa.

To learn more, please visit  
aboutpipelines.com/en/
environmental-protection/water
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and government officials are 

working with the pipeline industry 

to update our comprehensive 

guidelines for constructing pipelines 

that cross bodies of water.
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The Prairie Pothole 
Region in Manitoba 
where ducks 
Unlimited has 
partnered with Coca-
Cola to restore and 
preserve ecologically 
and hydrologically 
important wetlands.

WATER RESOURCES

Setting a global goal to be water 

neutral was an ambitious one, but 

in 2015, Coca-Cola became the first 

Fortune 500 Company to do so.
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WAtEr iS A PrECioUS rESoUrCE that 
we all share. not only is it essential 
to the sustainability of coca-cola’s 
business, but it’s also fundamentally 
important to the communities in 
which we operate. that’s why water 
stewardship remains key to our 
environmental sustainability efforts.

with this mindset, coca-cola 
announced an aspirational goal 
in 2007 that we would replenish 
100 per cent of the water we use 
in our finished beverages—and 
their production—to become water 
neutral by 2020. we are proud to 
have achieved this goal five years 
early. becoming water neutral on a 
global scale was an ambitious goal, 
but in 2015, coca-cola became the 
first Fortune 500 company to do so.

at coca-cola, we replenish water 
in two ways: through community 
water partnership projects, such 
as watershed restoration, and 
comprehensive wastewater treatment. 

Understanding our footprint
in canada, we work with the 
municipalities where we have bottling 
facilities to understand the impact 
we have on the region’s watersheds. 
For every bottling facility coca-
cola operates, both in canada and 
around the world, we conduct regular 
source water audits. these audits 

help us to understand the environmental, 
infrastructural, and quality risks and to 
mitigate those risks when necessary.  

replenishment inside our facilities 
water is an important ingredient in our 
finished products, but it’s also required in 
our operations. Like most manufacturing 
industries, we need water for our packaging 
and to ensure that our physical spaces are 
kept clean and safe. 

inside the walls of each of our facilities, 
coca-cola’s goal is to improve water 
efficiency by 25 per cent by 2020. this 
means, we are making the necessary 
investments to use less water while our 
business continues to grow. to achieve this, 
we are investing in new technologies and 
processes such as dry-line lubrication for 
our conveyor belts and rinsing our bottles 
with compressed air instead of water. these 
technologies and processes have helped 
coca-cola canada conserve over two billion 
litres of water since 2010, and we are 
on-track to meet our 2020 goal.

replenishment in communities
even though we have met our global 
goal, our water replenishment work is 
not finished. in canada, we continue to 
work with partners such as the nature 
conservancy of canada to restore the bow 
river watershed by reducing erosion and 
agricultural runoff. replenishment has 
translated into building a new wetland 

at tommy thompson Park with the 
toronto and region conservation 
authority and other government 
partners. the new wetland not only 
provides habitat for wildlife, but will 
measurably improve water quality for 
the water entering Lake ontario from 
the don river. these projects and 
others across canada and around the 
world are assessed by an independent 
third party to validate that they are 
measurably improving the water quality 
or quantity in a given watershed—
meaning, we are replenishing the 
freshwater we are using.

our approach is to collaborate on 
replenish projects with governments, 
nGos, and other private sector actors 
in these water stewardship efforts. 
it’s not only the right thing to do for 
communities and nature, but it’s 
important for coca-cola as a business. 
muhtar Kent, the chairman and ceo of 
the coca-cola company recently said, 
“if you aren’t responsibly managing 
water in your business, you won’t be 
in business 20 years from now.” it is a 
wake-up call for all of us to treat water 
as the important resource it is and take 
action together.  Wc

coca-cola achieves water neutrality. bY JoeL LonGLand and ron SorneaU

All Photos: Ducks U
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WATER RESOURCES

ron Soreanu is a director of public affairs 
and communications for coca-cola Ltd. Joel 
Longland is a manager of sustainability and 
stakeholder relations at coca-cola Ltd.
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Evaluating options  
based on experience
we have been working closely with 
our municipal partners and other 
stakeholders to construct and monitor 
Lid practices for the last six years. our 
monitoring program focuses on the long-
term performance of different types of 
Lid practices. we have evaluated the 
results of Lid practices installed under 
a variety of unique and challenging 
conditions, looking specifically at water 
quantity and quality results.

our performance monitoring data 
shows that Lid can reduce annual runoff 
volumes by up to 80 per cent and remove 
80 per cent of suspended solids, which 
are harmful to aquatic environments. 
Problem nutrients like phosphorus are 
reduced by more than 80 per cent, and 
filtered waters are cooled by more than 
5oc, which is vital for cold-water fish. 
as well, heavy metal loads have been 
reduced from 50 to 90 per cent. 

Some ontario municipalities—such 
as mississauga, toronto, and Peel 
region—have started to use these 
results to inform new infrastructure 

evaluating long-term performance from low impact development practices.

bY JenniFer doUGHertY, KYLe vander Linden, PHiL JameS, deboraH martin-downS, and biLL trenoUtH

Measured 
Benefits

Bioswales on private 
property filter parking 

lot runoff and use it 
to irrigate beautiful 
landscape features.

inset: Thermal 
imaging compliments 

measured success: 
LId practices cool both 
stormwater and urban 

environments. 

STORMWATER

iMAGiNE USiNG an unassuming corner 
of your street, yard, or local park to 
improve the quality and security of water 
and the Great Lakes. it’s possible with 
green infrastructure and low impact 
development (Lid). these approaches 
can create beautiful garden or landscape 
features that also remove some of the 
most problematic urban nonpoint 
pollutants affecting our environment. 

traditional approaches to stormwater 
management, such as stormwater 
management ponds, prioritize peak 
flow and flood control. they have the 
unintended consequences of warming 
stormwater to unhealthy levels and 
reducing dissolved oxygen required by 
fish and other organisms. the result is the 
deteriorated quality and functionality of 
our most heavily impacted urban streams.

as our collective knowledge evolves, 
so do our stormwater management 
approaches and regulations. the ontario 
ministry of environment and climate 
change is currently updating their 
stormwater management guidelines, 
which will place greater emphasis on Lid 
and reducing runoff volumes.

design standards along roadways, parks, 
and within institutional spaces. it’s 
encouraging to see municipalities at the 
forefront. Unfortunately, 75 per cent of 
the Gta was built prior to any sort of 
flood control and 85 per cent prior to any 
water quality control. nearly 60 per cent 
of this land is privately held.

we must look beyond public lands if 
we are serious about curbing stormwater 
pollution and localized flooding. the 
realities of climate change require us to 
be flexible. 

Since 2008, the Gta has been hit with 
three 100-year storm events. this trend is 
likely to continue or get worse. innovative 
Lid solutions can go a long way towards 
alleviating these issues. while private 
lands present some of the greatest 
opportunities for Lid implementation, 
they also face the greatest barriers. 

research to action
research shows that the largest barriers 
to Lid implementation are the upfront 
costs and the extended payback period, 
even in situations involving stormwater 
charge and credit programs. How can 

C
redits: C

redit Valley C
onservation
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we expect to see further reductions in 
urban stormwater pollution and wide-
scale Lid adoption without offering a 
viable business model for cash-strapped 
private landowners? 

Using established programming as 
a model, credit valley conservation is 
leading a research project to provide 
collaborative solutions for private 
landowners that will allow them to share 
the costs and benefits of Lid. to address 
urban nonpoint source pollution, we 
need a distributed approach to filtering, 
polishing or treating, and reusing 
stormwater. Strategically placing Lid is 
the best way to achieve this.  Wc

STORMWATER

Jennifer dougherty is a manager of water 
resources and water quality protection,
Kyle vander Linden is a senior specialist 
of integrated water management, Phil 
James is a manager, of integrated water 
management, deb martin-downs is cao, 
and bill trenouth is a water resources for 
credit valley conservation authority.

Even when a utility offers financial 
incentives to improve stormwater 
management, the adoption of water 
technologies by private landowners is 
hindered by the return on investment. in 
response, many american cities who are 
leaders in the field have begun moving 
towards a model that supports aggregation 
of water management technologies on 
private property. the benefit? it supports 
a reduction of costs related to design, 
construction, operation, and maintenance 
(o&m) for private properties owners. 
However, municipalities don’t currently 
have a process in place to make use of 
these tools to support implementation.  

credit valley conservation has initiated 
a project that will ultimately support 
wide-scale adoption of decentralized Lid 
stormwater practices in ontario on private 
lands through public-private partnerships.   

Seeking viable business for private landowners 

Phase 1: Gap analysis and 
development of discussion 
papers that will explore topics 
such as market-based economic 
instruments, municipal and private 
adoption requirements, and 
potential aggregation models, 2017.  

Phase 2: development and 
refinement of an economic model 
that will harness grants, economies 
of scale, and utility rebates to 
share design, construction, and 
o&m costs on private properties. 
development of an implementation 
framework to foster aggregation  
of private properties, 2017/2018.  

Phase 3: apply the economic  
model and implementation 
framework to a test catchment  
area, 2018/2019.
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Searchable directory updated daily at watercanada.net

Your source for water products and services.
2017

It’s here that you’ll find Canada’s definitive source of 

information for industry leaders, including distributors, 

manufacturers, and suppliers. Water professionals in 

Canada keep a copy of the guide handy because they 

know it’s a great starting place for finding the products 

and services they need. We’re confident you’ll be using 

the guide throughout the year, too. And it’s also available 

online at watercanada.net.

The information compiled in this year’s guide was 

provided by the product and service providers. Basic 

summary listings can be found online at watercanada.

net/buyers-guide. Detailed listings—including contact 

information, descriptions of products and servives, 

social media links, and company logos, are showcased 

in this book.

Purchasing tiPs 

Water professionals demand high-quality and high-value 

products and services. To ensure you make the decision 

that best suits your needs, we offer the following tips:

Understand your issue. Be sure you can define your 

problem and can articulate it. An expert product 

provider can be of greater service if customers can 

accurately describe their needs.

Consult with colleagues and associates. It is useful to 

receive input from other water professionals who may 

have recently purchased a similar good or service.

Access the Water Canada Buyer’s Guide. Use the guide 

to contact several companies that provide the product or 

service. Ask those companies for references or information 

on similar installations.

Compare costs. Be sure you are making accurate 

comparisons and that you base your purchase value on 

the good or service.

Buy confidently. Having done your homework, you can 

make the purchase without worrying you’ve made the 

wrong choice.

Don’t forget to visit us online! Our web directory provides 

a perpetual, up-to-date listing, making it easier for users 

to find complete details, right at their fingertips.

If you do not see your company listed in the following pages, 

submit your listing at watercanada.net/buyers-guide  

and your profile will stay online for a year and appear  

in the 2018 Buyer’s Guide. To receive exposure to 

our readership in every issue of Water Canada, 

consider our directory of products and services.  

Contact elena@actualmedia.ca for details.

Welcome to the 2017 Buyer’s guide

http://watercanada.net/buyers-guide/
http://www.watercanada.net
http://www.watercanada.net/buyers-guide
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AdEdge Water  
technologies, LLC
richard cavagnaro
corporate communications
5152 belle wood court
buford, Georgia 30518
Phone: 678-835-0052 
toll-Free: 1-866-8adedGe 
email: sales@adedgetechnologies.com

  twitter.com/adedgetech

  linkedin.com/company/adedge-water-technologies-llc

adedgetech.com 
adedge water technologies specializes in the design, 
development, manufacturing, and supply of innovative 
water treatment solutions that remove contaminants 
from process or aqueous streams. to date, adedge has 
installed hundreds of water systems for municipal and 
industrial clients throughout north america.

Adi Systems
Shannon Grant
President
370 wilsey road
Fredericton, new brunswick e3b 6e9
Phone: 506-452-7307 
toll-Free: 1-800-561-2831 
email: systems@adi.ca

  twitter.com/adiSystems

  linkedin.com/company/adi-systems-inc-

adisystemsinc.com
with over 260 installations and over 35 years of 
experience, adi Systems can help you comply 
with regulatory requirements and reduce/eliminate 
wastewater surcharges. we offer proven aerobic 
and anaerobic wastewater treatment technologies. 
we also offer waste-to-energy solutions to make 
use of biogas produced by anaerobic digestion.

AECoM
Steve Jacobs
vice President, regional business Line Lead –s water
30 Leek crescent, 4th Floor
richmond Hill, ontario L4b 4n4
Phone: 905-882-4401 
email: steve.jacobs@aecom.com
aecom.com/ca
aecom provides comprehensive solutions for our clients 
and are experts in water, wastewater, water resources, 
watershed concepts and wet weather, as well as creating 
innovative, sustainable and integrative water systems.

AEt Group inc.
Scott Freiburger
managing director
531 wellington Street
Kitchener, ontario n2H 5L6
Phone: 519-576-9723 
toll-Free: 1-877-876-9235 
email: sfreiburger@aet98.com

  twitter.com/AETGroup

  linkedin.com/company/ 
aet-group-inc-

aet98.com
aet Group is a multi-disciplinary 
environmental consulting, auditing and 
scientific services company providing 
innovative sustainable solutions in 
water resources and wastewater 
including drinking water quality 
management systems, regulatory 
compliance requirements, mitigation 
and monitoring, groundwater, surface 
water and sediment assessments, water 
audits, and water conservation.

Aqua Pure dépôt
1655 rue cunard
Laval, Quebec H7S 2b4
Phone: 450-682-4422
email: info@aquapuredepot.com
aquapuredepot.com 
aqua Pure depot distributes water 
treatment equipment. our exclusive 
agreement with some manufacturers 
allows us to be the only one that offers 
certain high-quality product lines with 
competitive prices. we carry a large 
inventory of various products in order 
to answer our customers’ needs quickly.

Aslan technologies inc.
irene Hassas
director, Strategic Planning and 
Partnerships 
5044 South Service road
burlington, ontario L7L 5Y7
Phone: 905-632-4968 
email: ihassas@aSLantech.ca

  twitter.com/aslanforwater

  linkedin.com/ 
aslan-technologies-inc

aslantech.ca
our specialty is the custom 
design, manufacture and turn-
key installation of complete 
potable water and wastewater 
treatment plants in locations 
where there is little or no 
existing infrastructure. aslan 
tech is professional in all 
aspects of water, wastewater 
& chemical process 
equipment including controls 
systems, PLc, Scada, 
networking and integration, 
and are fully compliant with 
canadian & U.S. regulations.

Atlantic Purification  
Systems Ltd.
terry reardon
vice President, Sales
10 Ferguson road
P.o. box 877
dartmouth, nova Scotia b3a 4m1
Phone: 902-469-2806 
email: sales@aps.ns.ca
aps.ns.ca
aPS is a family owned 
business successfully serving 
municipal, industrial, 
commercial equipment 
and residential wholesale 
markets in atlantic canada 
since 1970. representing 
quality manufacturers aPS 
is dedicated to providing 
innovative equipment solutions 
for water & wastewater 
treatment, onsite treatment, 
water quality analysis, fluid 
handling, industrial paint spray 
& sandblasting, compressed air, 
and wholesale pumps &  
water conditioning.

Submit your  
listing all 

year round at 
watercanada.net/

buyers-guide  
or contact  

elena@actualmedia.ca
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BioMaxx Wastewater Solutions inc.
christopher Haley
vice President
#1 - 7163 vantage way
delta, british columbia v4G 1n1
Phone: 604-940-5556  
toll-Free: 855-940-5556  
email: solutions@biomaxx.ca
biomaxx.ca
biomaxx wastewater Solutions is a proud canadian 
company revolutionizing the wastewater industry; 
providing safe, efficient, and cost-effective practical 
solutions for the elimination of odour, corrosion, 
and safety issues associated with sulfides/H2S in 
wastewater collection systems and wwtP’s. our 
full-spectrum monitoring, analysis, and assessment 
programs pinpoint causes of odour/corrosion, 
determine severity of grease issues, and design/
implement a proven remediation/elimination 
solution that effectively and efficiently improves the 
operation of your collection system. additionally, 
we offer complete wwtP Package Systems and 
customized daF (diffused air Flotation) Sytems 
for solids handling; reducing tSS, bod, FoG (fats, 
oils & greases) to exceed all levels of environmental 
regulations. we are canada’s leading technology in 
wastewater management. Put us to work for you.

C

Canadian Water and  
Wastewater Association
robert Haller
executive director
11-1010 Polytek Street, Unit 11
ottawa, ontario K1J 9H9
Phone: 613-747-0524 ext. 1
email: rhaller@cwwa.ca

  facebook.com/
canadianwaterandwastewaterassociation

  linkedin.com/company/canadian-water-and-
wastewater-association

cwwa.ca
cwwa is a non-profit national body representing 
the common interests of canada’s public sector 
municipal water and wastewater services and their 
private sector suppliers and partners. cwwa is 
recognized by the federal government and national 
bodies as the national voice of this public service 
sector. cwwa is a canadian organization that 
addresses canadian water and wastewater issues 
at the national level and was founded in 1986 by 
canadian municipal water/wastewater leaders and 
the Federation of canadian municipalities.

Canadian Water  
Quality Association
Kevin wong
executive director
295 the west mall, Suite 504
toronto, ontario m9c 4Z4
Phone: 416-695-3068 ext. 311
toll-Free: 866-383-7617 
email: info@cwqa.com
cwqa.com
the industry served by the 
canadian water Quality 
association and its members 
encompass water quality 
improvement for homes, 
businesses, industry and 
institutions in these broad areas: 
drinking water and working water. 
cwQa is the information resource, 
and the recognized voice for water 
quality improvement in canada. 
cwQa’s mission is to support and 
grow the health, sustainability, 
and credibility of the water quality 
industry in canada.

E

Endress+Hauser  
Canada Ltd.
Scott whitehouse
marketing communications manager
1075 Sutton drive
burlington, ontario L7L 5Z8
Phone: 905-681-9292 ext. 4386
toll-Free: 1-800-668-3199 ext. 4386
email: info@ca.endress.com

  facebook.com/
endressHausercanadaLtd

  twitter.com/endress_ca

  linkedin.com/ endress-hauser-
canada-ltd

ca.endress.com
endress+Hauser is renowned 
worldwide for its wide range 
of measuring devices and 
automation solutions for process 
industries. as a global provider of 
complete solutions for industrial 
measurement technology and 
automation, the company 
supplies and services instruments 
and systems which acquire, 
transmit, control, and record 
process information.

Environmental Services  
Association of Alberta (ESAA)
Joe chowaniec
director, Program and event development
#102, 2528 ellwood drive Sw
edmonton, alberta t6X 0a9
Phone: 780-429-6363 
toll-Free: 1-800-661-9278 
email: info@esaa.org

  facebook.com/environmental- 
Services-association-of-alberta-eSaa

  twitter.com/eSaaremtech

esaa.org
the environmental Services association of 
alberta (eSaa) is a not-for-profit business 
association dedicated to building a strong 
environment industry through leadership 
in technology, human resources, quality 
improvement, and market development. eSaa 
delivers a number of events throughout the 
year, including watertech and remtech.

F

FEr-PAL infrastructure 
Geoff britnell
north american business development manager
171 Fenmar drive
toronto, ontario m9L 1m7
Phone: 416-742-3713 
email: geoff.britnell@ferpalinfrastructure.com

  facebook.com/Fer-Pal-infrastructure

  twitter.com/Fer__PaL

  linkedin.com/fer-pal-infrastructure

ferpalinfrastructure.com
Fer-PaL construction Ltd. is a trenchless 
technology company that offers complete 
watermain rehabilitation solutions. Fer-
PaL specializes in projects utilizing trench 
less technologies of all types and sizes 
for municipalities across canada and the 
United States. by providing the best quality 
workmanship, coupled with complete 
co-operation and teamwork, we are able to 
ensure our clients’ complete satisfaction.  
our services are available on a turnkey  
basis, or on a service contract based upon 
specific needs. think of us as a self-sustaining 
factory line on wheels. our crews of 
specialized workers succinctly move up the 
street in small sections assuring the lowest 
amount of impact to the neighbourhood. we 
are able to tap into our client’s needs and 
service them in the best way possible.
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Geomembrane  
technologies inc.
victor cormier
President
370 wilsey road
Fredericton, new brunswick e3b 6e9
Phone: 506-452-7304 
toll-Free: 1-855-484-4630 
email: covers@gticovers.com
gticovers.com
Gti’s innovative tank and lagoon 
covers—as well as containment 
liners—are built strong for long-lasting 
durability. they reliably control odours, 
temperature fluctuations, and algae 
growth. our customizable products 
can help lower operational costs 
by collecting biogas at wastewater 
treatment plants, and reduce 
disinfection by-products at water 
treatment facilities.

H

H2FLoW EQUiPMENt iNC.
michael albanese
President
470 north rivermede road, Unit 7
concord, ontario L4K 3r8
Phone: 905-660-9775 
email: info@h2flow.com
h2flow.com
water and wastewater treatment 
equipment for industrial & municipal 
applications: package plants, Uv 
disinfection, drinking water filters, 
underdrains, strainers, daF’s, 
stormwater cSo treatment, screens, 
conveyors, Sbr’s, grit removal, 
aerators, diffusers, blowers, biological 
treatment, clarifiers, sludge presses, 
centrifuges, digesters, mixers, 
thickeners, tertiary treatment filters, 
odour control biofilters, oil/water 
separators, and grinders.

Hammond Manufacturing
Sheldon butts
national Sales & marketing manager
394 edinburgh road north
Guelph, ontario n1H 1e5
Phone: 519-822-2960 
email: sbutts@hammfg.com

  facebook.com/hammondmfg

  twitter.com/ hammondmfg

  linkedin.com/company/ 
hammond-manufacturing-co-ltd

landing.hammfg.com/ss/
Hammond manufacturing is a global 
supplier of electrical enclosures, electronics 
packaging and electronic transformers. 
established in 1917, the company has grown 
and evolved its product line to its current 
position as a leader in quality and service. 
the extensive electrical enclosure offering 
ranges from small junction boxes to large 
freestanding cabinets utilizing a variety 
of materials—mild steel, stainless steel, 
aluminum, and non-metallics.

i

imbrium Systems
dr. reagan davidson
407 Fairview drive 
whitby, ontario L1n 3a9
Phone: 416-960-9900 

  facebook.com/imbriumsystems

  linkedin.com/company/imbrium-systems

imbriumsystems.com
imbrium Systems is an engineered 
stormwater treatment company that 
designs and manufactures stormwater 
treatment solutions that protect water 
resources from harmful pollutants. 
technologies such as Stormceptor, Jellyfish 
Filter, and Sorbtive media are designed 
to address the long-term impact of urban 
runoff, ensuring our clients’ projects are 
compliant with water quality regulations. 
imbrium products are sold through our 
network of value added partners.

K

Kinetico Canada incorporated
ed Strycharz
Sales and operations manager, canada
#10-21 Parr boulevard
bolton, ontario L7e 4G3
Phone: 905-857-9583 
toll-Free: 866-351-8722 
email: contactus@kinetico.ca

  facebook.com/kineticocanada

  twitter.com/kineticocanada

  linkedin.com/company/kinetico-inc

kinetico.ca
Kinetico is clearly a leader in the world of 
residential and commercial water treatment 
in canada. our innovative and patented 
solutions that have industry leading 
warranties and performance standards, set 
us apart from everyone else. For further 
information on our solutions or dealership 
opportunities, please visit us at Kinetico.ca.

KiStErS North America, inc.
Stephen elgie
director of business development
347 willard avenue 
toronto, ontario m6S 3r3
Phone: 416-347-9872 
email: kna@kisters.net
kisters.net
KiSterS is a global it company dedicated 
to developing leading-edge data analytics 
systems for sustainable management of 
water, energy, and air quality. Leveraging 
more than 50 years of engineering expertise 
KiSterS is recognized internationally 
for professional competence, operational 
insight, innovative and customized 
solutions. KiSterS supports environmental 
resource stewardship on six continents via 
clients ranging from small private firms to 
large governmental authorities KiSterS is 
recognized internationally for professional 
competence, operational insight, 
innovative, and customized solutions. 
KiSterS supports environmental resource 
stewardship on six continents via clients 
ranging from small private firms to large 
governmental authorities. 

doN’t SEE yoUr LiStiNG iN WAtEr CANAdA’S 2017 BUyEr’S GUidE?
Make sure it’s online at watercanada.net/buyers-guide
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L

LiquiForce
Kim Lewis
chief executive officer
2015 Spinks drive
Kingsville, ontario n9Y 2e5
Phone: 519-322-4600 ext. 22
toll-Free: 1-800-265-0863 ext. 22
email: kklewis@liquiforce.com

  linkedin.com/company/ 
liqui-force-services

liquiforce.com
LiquiForce is an international sewer 
and water contractor, specializing in 
no-gig technologies. our patented 
systems allow us to rehabilitate pipes 
including sewer laterals without any 
excavation. both the cleaning and 
installation equipment are launched 
through the existing manhole, 
and the result of this is a quicker 
and long lasting repair with fewer 
environmental and liability concerns 
along with significant reductions 
in cost. LiquiForce handles the 
entire job, from cleaning—to bypass 
pumping—and finally rehabilitation.

M

MSU Mississauga Ltd.
virginia Junkin
President
2222 South Sheridan way
building 3, Unit 300
mississauga, ontario L5J 2m4
Phone: 1-800-268-5336 ext. 22
toll-Free: 1-888-220-2213 
email: virginia@msumississauga.com

mSU is canada’s premier 
manufacturer of hardware products 
such as access hatches, ladders, 
railings, and catwalks for the water 
and wastewater industries.

N

newterra
Grant beamish
director, marketing communications
1291 california avenue
P.o. box 1517
brockville, ontario K6v 5Y6
Phone: 613-498-1876 
toll-Free: 1-800-420-4056 
newterra.com
newterra is a global leader in 
engineering, manufacturing, 
and supporting modular water 
treatment systems. our advanced, 
customized solutions are treating 
potable water, domestic wastewater, 
industrial process and wastewater, 
and contaminated groundwater for 
industrial, resource, institutional, 
municipal, and land development 
clients. newterra has been named one 
of canada’s best managed companies 
for eight consecutive years.

P

Pentair Water Purification
david milner
director of Sales & marketing, north 
america
5730 north Glen Park road
milwaukee, wisconsin 53211
Phone: 262-238-4400 
email: pentairmarketing@pentair.com

  facebook.com/
PwPurification?ref=hl

waterpurification.pentair.
com/en-uS/
Pentair water Purification strives 
to offer the highest quality products 
in water filtration solutions. as you 
seek to enhance the quality of your 
water, accept no imitations—insist on 
genuine Pentair parts manufactured 
in north america. For more than 
40 years, Pentair has been the 
quality choice for water treatment 
professionals due to our strong, 
reliable product lines, including 
Pentek, Fleck, and autotrol. we 
offer point-of-entry and point-of-
use solutions that work to provide 
the quality water for residential, 
commercial and industrial 
applications.

ProMinent Fluid Controls Ltd.
ella Knapp
marketing assistant
490 Southgate drive
Guelph, ontario n1G 4P5
Phone: 519-836-5692 ext. 3054
toll-Free: 1-888-709-9933 ext. 3054
email: marketing@prominent.ca
prominent.ca
Prominent Fluid controls Ltd., manufactures products for 
water and wastewater treatment, specializing in sensors, 
controllers and chemical metering (chemical dosing pumps), 
and polymer preparation systems. Prominent supplies 
components and complete standard and custom systems 
for chemical storage, transfer, measurement, sensors/ 
controllers, and accurate metering of all water treatment 
chemistry. Prominent has representation across canada.

r

rWL Water
nii mensah
director of Sales and marketing
7135 madison avenue west
Golden valley, minnesota 55427
Phone: 763-746-8400 
toll-Free: 1-800-879-3677 
email: info@rwlwater.com
rwlwater.com
rwL water is a leading-edge, sustainable solutions 
company providing full solutions for desalination, 
water, wastewater, waste-to-energy, recovery 
and reuse, and food and beverage processing to 
municipalities and industries throughout the world.

S

Sapphire Water international Corp.
dana torossi
technical Sales manager
P.o. box 2516, Station “m”
calgary, alberta t2P 2m7
Phone: 403-537-8470 
toll-Free: 800-205-3633 
email: sas@sapphire-water.ca
sapphire-water.ca
Sapphire’s water and wastewater solutions draw on the 
very latest in advanced water treatment technologies 
which include: biological filtration, advanced membrane 
filtration, and moving bed biofilm reactors. in addition to 
custom designed water treatment systems, Sapphire offers 
a wide array of standard water treatment equipment, 
accessories, custom automated controls, electrical 
contracting services, and technical support services.

your source for water products and services.
2017

watercanada.net/buyers-guide
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tank Connection
Kenton Jarman
vice President marketing & information 
technology
3609 n 16th Street
Parsons, Kansas 67357
Phone: 620-423-3010 
email: sales@tankconnection.com

  twitter.com/tankconnection

tankconnection.com
tank connection is the only tank 
manufacturer worldwide that designs, 
fabricates and installs all types of storage 
systems: bolted rtP (rolled, tapered panel), 
field-weld, shop-weld, and hybrid tanks. in 
addition, we design, manufacture, and install 
the best aluminum geodesic domes available 
for water and wastewater storage tank 
applications. we are committed to providing 
the highest quality storage containment 
products and services worldwide.

x

xCG Consultants Ltd.
michelle Grenier, P.eng
Senior Project manager
2620 bristol circle, Suite 300
oakville, ontario L6H 6Z7
Phone: 905-829-8880 ext. 249
email: micheleg@xcg.com

  facebook.com/XcGconsultants

  twitter.com/XcGcanada

  linkedin.com/company/xcg-consultants-ltd-

xcg.com
XcG consultants Ltd.—an environmental 
engineering firm that is committed to delivering 
innovative, practical and sustainable solutions. 
built on a solid foundation of senior engineering 
professionals, XcG offers clients across a wide 
range of industry sectors comprehensive services 
in water and wastewater treatment, municipal 
infrastructure, water resources, site assessment 
& remediation, risk assessment, solid waste, and 
training & operations.

the Water Shed
meghan macaskill
General manager
875 main Street
dartmouth, nova Scotia b2w 3v2
Phone: 902-462-5566 
toll-Free: 1-866-667-5566 
email: info@thewatershedonline.ca

  facebook.com/thewatershedns

  twitter.com/ thewatershedns

thewatershedonline.ca
Since 1980, we’re nova Scotia’s 
largest water testing and treatment 
company. we provide well drilling 
and pump installation services. 
over the years the company 
expanded. now it excels in 
servicing the water needs of rural 
homes and delivers unmatched 
expertise in geothermal heating 
and cooling in the region.
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RULES & REGS

tHE CANAdiAN WAtEr ANd 

WAStEWAtEr ASSoCiAtioN (CWWA) 

exists to advocate on behalf of our 
members, the municipal utility 
sector. while we’ve been active since 
our inception, we haven’t always 
broadcast our successes to our 
members. therefore, we recently 
released a report titled, our impact, 
our opportunity, our Position. 

the report not only builds on past 
cwwa success but puts forward 
arguments for the better delivery 
of federal funding with regard to 
infrastructure. 

there is an opportunity right 
now to provide further input as 
the government develops Phase 2 
of the infrastructure Plan—a plan 
that includes $15 billion for green 
infrastructure, including water and 
wastewater. in the report, the cwwa 
states how we believe such a program 
should work, with guiding principles 
for the use of funds in order for 
our members to gain the maximum 
returns from Phase 2.  

Our Opportunity; 
Our Positions
Goals and priorities for canada’s water and 

wastewater infrastructure. bY robert HaLLer

HiGHLiGHtS oF tHE rEPort
National goals vs. local priorities: we fully 
support the national goals regarding climate 
change and environmental protection, but 
ask the federal government to recognize 
local priorities. water and wastewater 
projects can significantly address energy 
climate change targets by reducing the 
energy used in treatment or lost to waste 
and by providing new energy sources such 
as biogas.

Community Capacity-Building: Proper 
asset management and full-cost pricing 
are essential to move municipalities 
toward self-sufficiency and away from 
grant dependency. we feel that, in order to 
qualify for federal funding, municipalities 
should have an asset management 
program and a full-cost pricing program 
in place or commit to the development of 
such programs. in addition, the federal 
government can do much more by 
developing asset management templates, 
pricing models, training, programs for staff 
support, and other guidance tools to assist 
small and medium sized municipalities.
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long-term sustainable funding:  
Quick responses to short-term grant 

programs have led to improper 

planning. together, the three levels of 

government must develop a reliable 

financing plan that extends far beyond 

a 10-year timeframe and reconsiders the 

distribution of taxes in canada.

Value for money: our hope is to get 

the maximum impact from these funds 

and achieve the best value per dollar by 

considering big picture infrastructure 

goals. infrastructure projects must 

consider the full life cycle of any asset, 

including the operating and maintenance 

costs for an asset’s expected lifespan. a 

key element in project agreements must 

be optimizing the operation of an asset to 

reduce energy and resource consumption 

and draw maximum performance. we 

also feel that approved projects must 

commit to recommended maintenance 

scheduling, removing maintenance 

deferral as an option.

Flexibility: we need flexibility in 
timelines and technical approaches to 
maximize the impact of the Phase 2 
funds. allowing a little more time in 
some cases will lead to a better project, 
providing greater impact and greater 
value for money spent/invested. we 
also ask that the federal government be 
flexible and open to considering trade-
offs as they relate to cost or benefits, 
that can achieve greater results. 

Wastewater systems effluent 
regulations and other regulations: 
we are very pleased to see federal 
funds supporting the new regulations, 
but again, maximum flexibility is 
required on timelines. Federal funding 
must support the search for the best 
technology/procurement solutions 
and consider new technologies or 
trade-off projects. 

innovation: cwwa fully supports 
the goal of promoting the canadian 
innovation sector and methods 

robert Haller is the executive 
director of the canadian water 
and wastewater association.

to ensure fair consideration of new 
technologies. asset decisions must 
be based on full life-cycle costs and 
procurement must be open and output-
based. but we also ask for assurance of 
federal support for communities willing 
to try new technologies.

we wait with great optimism for 
federal announcements on Phase 2.  Wc

RULES & REGS

follow us at  
twitter.com/watercanada
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APPoiNtEd

the canadian Public works 
association (cPwa) has 
announced that Andrew 
Stevenson , manager 
at ataP infrastructure 
management Ltd. in 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
has been appointed to 

serve as president of cPwa for a two-year 
term. Stevenson will represent cPwa and 
its members on national public works 
and infrastructure issues with the federal 
government in ottawa and will work 
collaboratively with other stakeholder 
groups on issues of national concern. as 
a former superintendent, heavy equipment 
operator, trainer and certified contract 
water and wastewater operator, he brings 
over 20 years of management, technical and 
operation experience to the role.   

eFi Global is pleased 
to announce the official 
opening of a new office in 
moncton, new brunswick, 
led by Bryan Wattie. 
wattie is a junior engineer 
with a master’s degree in 

bioresource engineering. His background 
includes environmental assessments, 
remediation, hydrology, and frameworks 
for sustainable engineering. wattie brings 
a strong understanding of the regulatory 
process in new brunswick as well as practical 
experience in field response work, including 
property-related spills and the remediation 
of impacted soil and groundwater and the 
restoration of impacted sites.

the ontario water and 
wastewater association 
(owwa) announces that 
michele Grenier has been 
selected for the manager 
of operations position at 
the owwa office. Grenier 
brings extensive knowledge 
and experience from her 
career and history as a 
owwa board member. as 
such, Grenier has resigned 
from the owwa board 
position, and dan Huggins 
will complete Grenier’s term 
on the board of directors.  

PEOPLE & EVENTS More news items can be found at watercanada.net/topics/news

AWArdEd

Peter Hanlon has been 
selected as the recipient 
of the atlantic canada 
water and wastewater 
association’s George 
warren Fuller award. 
Hanlon transferred 

to the Saint John water and sewage 
department in 1986, where he held 
several positions including operations 
engineer, manager of water and 
sewage services and chief water quality 
inspector, prior to retiring in 2010. 
Hanlon has been highly active in 
research and committees throughout 
his career, including awwa research 
Foundation and as new brunswick 
director of the canadian water & 
wastewater association.

EVENtS

Bryan Wattie

dan Huggins 

Michele 
Grenier 

Andrew 
Stevenson

KSb Pumps is pleased to announce 
that Claude Goulet has joined the 
company as their new sales manager 
for installed base and aftermarket 
sales. Goulet is a 30-year veteran of 
pump and seals sales, specializing in 
oil, gas, chemical and petrochemical 
industries. “we are pleased to 
have claude join our team and are 
looking forward to having him grow 
this important part of our business,” 
said mike Blundell, president and 
ceo of KSb Pumps, inc. Goulet 
will be based in ottawa and will also 
be responsible for aftermarket sales 
in Quebec. 

the  water 
t e c h n o l o g y 
acceleration Project 
(watertaP) is 
pleased to launch its 
better best Practices 
initiative and has 

appointed Trish Johnson to lead 
the initiative. the better best 
Practices is a series of collaborative 
projects that seek to continuously 
improve water management 
and leadership in ontario by 
addressing challenges that can 
represent barriers to the adoption 
of innovative water technologies 
by end-users. Johnson brings 
more than 30 years of experience 
in public, private, and non-profit 
environmental management in 
canada and the United States to 
the watertaP team. “trish not only 
brings extensive experience in the 
water sector, she has a genuine 
drive to support municipalities in 
making the best possible decisions 
for current and future water needs,” 
said Peter Gallant, president and 
ceo of watertaP.

(L-R) KSB president Mike Blundell 
and Claude Goulet.

Trish Johnson 

Peter Hanlon 

C
redit: O

ntario First N
ations Technical Services C

orporation 

Chief Linda debassige of the 
M’Chigeeng First Nation.

First Nations Chiefs’  
Water Crisis Summit
niagara falls, on

the ontario First nations technical 
Services corporation (oFntSc) hosted 
the First nations water crisis Summit 
and Symposium at the marriott on the 
Falls Hotel, niagara Falls, ontario on 
october 17 - 19, 2016. the event has 
was designed to address the 47 boil 
water advisories and do not consume 
orders in First nation communities in 
ontario, as well as federal priorities. 
oFntSc executive director matthew 
Hoppe presented a First nations Led 
approach to chiefs at the summit. as 
well, participants issued a declaration 
for joint action plans between the 
chiefs of ontario and and oFntSc. 
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international Joint 
Commission Public Meeting 
on Lake ontario  toronto, on

on october 5th, as a part of its year-
long review of the bi-national work 
between canada and the United 
States to safeguard the Great Lakes 
watershed, the international Joint 
commission (iJc) hosted a public 
meeting at toronto city Hall. 
Five presentations were given on 
topics of public concern to iJc 
commissioners followed by breakout 
sessions where participants could 
voice their concerns on those same 
topics and others. commissioners 
will be tasked with incorporating 
a broad range of findings into 
a report to be shared with both 
governments to assess the health of 
the watershed. 

the session was led by John 
Jackson, a veteran of community 
environmental advocacy who 
provided input on the original Great 
Lakes water Quality agreement. 
Presenters included the former mayor 
of toronto, david Crombie; krystyn 
Tully, co-founder of the Lake ontario 
waterkeepers (Low), and, Jacqueline 
Wilson, counsel at the canadian 
environmental Law association 
(ceLa), who discussed unaccounted 
for contaminants of concern.

infrastructure Lab
toronto, on

on September 15, Global Public 
affairs, canada’s largest privately 
held public affairs firm, and 
canada’s UK trade and investment 
hosted the infrastructure Lab—the 
first of a series of events focusing on 
thought leadership in infrastructure. 

british consul General for 
toronto, and director-general for 
UK trade and investment, kevin 
mcGurgan, welcomed guests. 
water canada’s editor, katherine 
Balpataky, moderated the session 
with liv Garfield, ceo of Severn 
trent UK Plc, one of the largest 
of the 10 regulated water and 
sewage companies in england and 
wales, and Sangeeta Chopra, 
the director of engineering 
Services at ontario clean  
water agency.

Garfield shared insights on 
how Severn trent has increased 
performance and managed risk in 
the water sector, using incentives 
such as challenging employees to 
come up with £70 in savings, and 
staff bonuses tied to profit, safety, 
and customer service.  

david Caplan, vice chair of 
Global Public affairs, gave the 
closing remarks.

PEOPLE & EVENTS

C
redit: G

lobal Public Affairs

Global Public Affairs’ inaugural 
Infrastructure Lab.

Great Lake Public Forum  
toronto, on 

From october 4-6, the governments of 
canada and the United States rolled out the 
red carpet to members of the public at the 
2016 Great Lakes Public Forum. the three-
day forum held at toronto’s allstream centre 
was part of a broader effort to engage the 
public on binational priorities for science 
and action; and to provide an opportunity 
for the international Joint commission to 
discuss and receive public comment on the 
Progress report of the Parties, part of the 
Great Lakes water Quality agreement.

the Lieutenant Governor of ontario, 
Elizabeth dowdeswell, provided an 
opening keynote. minister Catherine 
mckenna participated in an armchair 
discussion alongside ontario’s minister of 
environment and climate change, Glen 
murray; United States ambassador to 
canada, Bruce Heyman; and United States 
environmental Protection agency senior 
advisor to the administrator, Cameron 
davis; about the importance of our Great 
Lakes, threats to the Great Lakes basin, and 
opportunities for protection. 

Presentations by government and non-
government experts were delivered on 
issues such as algal blooms, climate change, 
invasive species, and the role of science in 
Great Lakes protection. Facilitated question 
and comment periods followed. over 500 
people attended. 

C
redit: Actual M

edia

An Ojibway Nation chief expressed his concern 
over the organizer’s jurisdictional rights.  

C
redit: Actual M

edia

Concerned citizens voice their opinions 
in small breakout groups.

8th Annual

Toronto
June 22

2017
watersummit.ca

Leading  
Collaboration  

to Action

Bold Directions 
for Water 
Policy and 
Investment
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Aquahacking 2016 Summit

montreal, Qc

the 2016 aquaHacking Summit 

rallied citizens, water experts, the 

computer programmers to find 

innovative solutions to protecting the 

St. Lawrence river. the challenge 

focused on priorities for the river, 

including: adapting to climate 

change, spills and overflows, access 

to the river and how innovation, 

technology and creativity can 

support our waterways. each 

hacking team came together to 

present their solutions in five minute 

presentations. the winners received 

$50,000 in cash prizes, support 

from the ibm ecosystem, access to 

incubation/accelerator consulting. 

the aquaHacking initiative was 

the brainchild of the children who 

represent the fourth generation of the 

de Gaspé beaubien family. brothers, 

louis-Alexandre and Philippe iV 
Beaubien, are passionate about 

innovation and improving water for 

future generations. 

the event featured keynote 

speakers William Rees, a former 

director and professor emeritus at 

the University of british columbia’s 

School of community and regional 

Planning, and the water brothers, 

Alex and Tyler mifflin.

WEFtEC 2016  new orleans, La.

more than 20,000 attend the water 
environment Federation’s 89th annual 
weFtec conference and exhibition 
in new orleans, Louisiana. notable 
highlights included the installation of green 
infrastructure on the grounds of new orleans 
city Hall; discussions during the Great water 
cities session, including George Hawkins of 
dc water; the Sustainable (recycled water) 
beer Smackdown; and the water environment 
Federation Student design competition. the 
water environment Federation (weF) also 
launched their #mywaterlegacy social media 
campaign at the event aimed at promoting the 
tradition of working in the water sector.

of course, much of the networking and 
best discussions during the week took 
place before and after hours. on tuesday, 
the governments of ontario and Quebec 
hosted a reception, overlooking the mighty 
mississippi with partners watertap, Grande 
water management Systems, and Hunter 
expositions, for representatives of canadian 
clean tech companies to attend. Rita Patlan of 
the ministry of international trade and kerry 
Freek of watertap spoke and Sara Wilshaw, 
consul General of canada in texas attended. 
Late evening highlights included GHd and XPv 
receptions in the heart of the French Quarter.

For companies seeking deeper networking 
opportunities, the ministry of international 
trade hosted a breakfast b2b session to make 
cross border introductions and increase 
business opportunities for canadian firms. 
canadian companies heard american utilities 
speak about their needs and how they assess 

potential technologies.

C
redits: Actual M

edia

The 2016 winning teams take 
to the stage to celebrate.

Television hosts The Water Brothers.

A group from York Region, Environmental Services 
mingle at Preservation Hall for the GHd reception.

(L-R) Andrea 
Miller, Ashlee 
donaher,  
and dave 
Tracey of 
LuminUltra 
Technologies.

Water Environment 
Federation Student  
design Competition  

new orleans, La.

a record number of teams—

including two from canada—

competed in the 2016 water 

environment Federation Student 

design competition at weFtec in 

new orleans. this year, 15 teams 

presented innovative solutions to 

address real-world water quality 

issues. the University of Guelph 

team, including Amy langford, 

Patricia Wiebe, and Steven 
zingaro, advised by professor 

Hongde zhou, presented their 

evaluation of alternatives for 

enhanced biogas production and 

energy recovery at the duffin creek 

water Pollution control Plant in 

York region. the University of 

british columbia team, under the 

guidance of professor Eric Hall, 
looked at phosphorous removal at 

the whistler wastewater treatment 

Facility. the Ubc team included 

leah macGillivray, kelsey 
Baker, danielle Gutwillinger, 
Trudy miller, Travis Reid, and  

ma hew Waldie. 

Patricia Wiebe of the University 

of Guelph team said “i’m so glad 

that i participated. it was a real 

challenge. there was a lot of 

group work required to define the 

[water] problems before we could 

attempt to solve them [...] Getting 

to see the other teams’ projects 

gave me an idea of issues one must 

face in the wastewater industry. 

i feel this design competition 

was a taste of what can be done  

after graduation.”

(L-R) Amy Langford, Patricia Wiebe, 
and Steven Zingaro.

C
redit: Actual M

edia

C
redits: Aquahacking

William 
Reese was 
a keynote 
speaker at 
this year’s 
Aquahacking 
Summit.
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PEOPLE & EVENTS

markets. minister chan emphasized the 
900 water-related companies operating 
in ontario and their traction south of the 
border in the U.S.’s $589-billion water 
market. consul alsace provided a tangible 
sense of the cooperative role ontario plays 
with U.S. partners to manage shared 
resources and educate both the public and 
youth on a precious environmental and  
economic asset.

Panelists included michelle Brownlee, 
director of policy at Smart Prosperity 
(formerly Sustainable Prosperity); 
Tom kaszas, director, environmental 
innovations branch, environmental 
Programs division at omecc; and 
kaszas Joeri van den Steenhoven, 
director at marS Solutions Lab; Tim 
Constantine for cH2m; Erin mahoney, 
commissioner of environmental Services, 
York region; Geoff Rae, cao, city of 
brantford; and John Thompson, director 
of environmental services, city of barrie.

the primary takeaway message from 

as part of ontario water innovation 
week, watertaP, the ontario clean 
water agency, and Southern ontario 
water consortium hosted a day-long 
conference, water innovation in action 
2.0. the conference offered many 
insights into the ontario water sector 
and paid particular attention to best 
practices in innovating and delivering 
water and wastewater at home and 
globally. more than 80 leaders from 
utilities, government, think tanks, 
industry, and technology gathered to 
discuss a broad range of topics within 
the sector from regulatory understanding 
to incorporating big data. 

Keynote presentations from michael 
Chan, ontario minister of international 
trade, and Juan A. Alsace, consul general, 
U.S. consulate General toronto, gave 
a firm sense of the economic breadth in 
the water industry and the role that local 
innovation plays in driving the economy 
and making ontario a competitor in foreign 

Water innovation in Action 2.0  toronto, on

the presenters was the need to establish 
shared outcomes across the water 
sector in an effort to inspire cooperative 
and innovative results. in particular, 
matching government policy outcomes 
with industry and technology outcomes 
can serve to expedite action and 
improvements in water management. 
the second panel translated the need 
for an outcomes-based approach into a 
value over cost imperative. investment 
in sound, modular technologies that 
provide sustainable management and 
delivery long-term is worthy of spending.

interactive breakout sessions tackled 
issues of big data in water management, 
multi-disciplinary approaches to solving 
challenges, best practice consultations, 
improving environmental assessment 
processes, and succeeding in Global 
markets. the event capped with a panel 
discussion on taking the trends addressed 
in water and extending them over the 
next five years.

C
redits:  W

aterTAP

From october 17th–21th ontario’s clean tech community came 
together to discuss areas for accelerated adoption and areas 
of potential growth through a series of events hosted by ontario 
watertap and partners. the week kicked off on Sunday october 16th 
in ajax, ontario with the isle Utilities’ technology approval Group 
(taG) meeting. the forum allowed water and wastewater utility 
leaders to investigate emerging technologies that have been vetted by 
isle’s global network of experts (see the Sept./Oct. issue of Water Canada 
for more on the TAG group). david martin, canadian associate for isle 
Utilities said, “isle Utilities and watertaP took another step together 
to help share knowledge and solve problems for York region and the 
city of toronto.” He added, “the uncommon Sunday time slot did 
not stop three of the carefully prepared companies from delivering 
their message well enough to already be successfully engaged in 
meaningful discussions about doing business here in ontario. isle 
is pleased to have once again enabled innovation and good business 
through our world renowned taG program.”

the fourth annual world water-tech north 
america 2016 (october 19-20), hosted by 
watertaP and rethink events, brought together 
global leaders to toronto to discuss water 
innovation and investment. ontario’s minister of 
research, Science and innovation, Reza moridi 
emphasized the importance of water to provincial 
and national economies. Panel sessions explored 
such issues as new mechanisms for project 
financing, the role of regional clusters and cross-
border collaboration in accelerating technology 
adoption, energy optimization, and closing loops 
in the circular economy.

ontario water innovation week capped off 
with its courageous conversations Procurement 
workshop on october 21.

october 19-20 World 
Water-tech North America

ontario Water innovation Week  toronto, on

Michelle Brownlee of the Smart Prosperity 
Institute discusses how “green tape” can 
advance environmental sectors.

Michael 
Chan, 

Ontario 
Minister of 

International 
Trade, 

welcomes 
delegates to 

the inaugural 
Ontario 

Water 
Innovation 

(L-R) Tim Adams of Kingston, Ont-based 
TECTA-PdS, Terrie Romano of Ontario’s 
Ministry of International Trade.
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the main Statement of environmental 
values of our ministry of environment 
and climate change.

Warning signs
recent consultant reports showed that 
in aberfoyle, where nestlé has a well, 
the aquifer equilibrium has dropped 1.5 
metres in the past four years and reverse 
flow occurs in the local mill creek. 
reverse flow happens when naturally 
upwelling water is drawn down by 
pumping or diversion and not allowed to 
enter a watercourse. nestlé’s pump was 
identified as a major cause.   

nestlé’s water taking in aberfoyle is 
not sustainable. evidence has suggested 
that there is an increased risk that 
contamination, via uncased local wells, 
could be drawn into nestlé’s pumps and 
neighbouring wells, making nestlé’s water 
taking at the aberfoyle well unviable 
even before the aquifer is depleted. 
www believes that the unsustainability 
of the water taking at the aberfoyle well 
and the risk of contamination was the 
motivation for nestlé’s recent outbidding 
of the centre wellington township for 
the middlebrook well.  

Accountability
the 80 points of monitoring that assess 
nestlé’s water taking in aberfoyle were 
imposed by the province in response to 
data presented to the moecc by www 
during a past permit renewal. this extensive 
monitoring program was not put in place 

WELLiNGtoN WAtEr WAtCHErS (WWW) 

opposes nestlé’s permits and similar ones, 
because the wholesale removal of water 
for profit practiced by water extractors, 
such as nestlé, run counter to public need 
and the intent of the Permit to take water 
(Pttw) regulations. the Pttw process is 
outdated and the provincial government of 
ontario agrees. when the Pttw process 
was implemented about 30 years ago, it 
was intended to manage water takings from 
municipalities, agriculture, and in-process 
value added industry. as Premier wynne 
has herself indicated, development of 
the Pttw process did not anticipate the 
wholesale extraction and export of water for 
profit. as a result, the Pttw process does 
not support the kinds of environmental or 
social safeguards that are now required.  

a 100 per cent consumptive water 
taking, such as nestlé’s, is unique in that 
is will not replenish any of the water 
back into the local watershed. this is 
unlike other uses of groundwater, such 
as irrigation for agriculture, in-process 
manufacturing, or residential use 
through municipal systems. moreover, 
groundwater mining for bottling a fossil-
fuel intensive activity that produces 
minimal, if any, public good. it imposes 
immeasurable amounts of solid waste 
onto a planet already swimming in 
excess plastic, a problem that is growing 
exponentially each year. in short, 
nestlé’s water extraction is unessential, 
avoidable, and a poor use of ontario’s 
finite water and is inconsistent with 

proactively by nestlé as they like to imply.  
nestlé also officially opposed conservation 

measures that were imposed on their 
Hillsburgh renewal in 2012, resulting in 
the issue going before the environmental 
review tribunal. nestlé only withdrew 
its appeal and accepted the conservation 
measures after it was challenged by 
www with the aid of ecojustice. in our 
view, leaving monitoring and conservation 
to large-scale water takers as a voluntary 
practice is not enough.

the Province must act
nestlé wants approval for a new well in 
middlebrook and renewal of their water-
taking permits in aberfoyle this year and 
next year in Hillsburgh. 

Granting these permits will not benefit 
future generations. the permits should 
be denied, especially in light of the 
unsustainable environmental practices 
that are occurring in aberfoyle that are 
the result of relentless pumping and 
removal of water. the answer is not 
rewarding the bottled water industry 
with more water.  Wc

H2OPINION

mike nagy is the chair of 
wellington water watchers.

Nestlé  
Waters vs. 
Wellington 
Water 
Watchers

to read the entire submission from 

mike nagy and wellington water 

watchers visit bit.ly/WWWNagy

opposing nestlé’s water takings: bY miKe naGY
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Want to share your H2Opinion? Email katherine@watercanada.net

we agree with ontario’s 

Premier and the minister of 

the environment & climate 

change that the existing 

price of $3.71 per million 

litres of water is insufficient.

in this edition of H20pinion, we 

asked leaders from wellington water 

watchers and nestlé waters north 

america to defend their positions on 

groundwater use in aberfoyle, ont.

A copy of nestlé’s water 

stewardship roadmap can be found 

online at bit.ly/AberfoyleH20

Select and manage spring sources 
as a sustainable resource: one of the 
reasons we chose aberfoyle is that it is 
a renewable water supply—a source 
that is continuously recharged by 
natural systems. our team of experts is 
dedicated to sustainable water resource 
management, which includes working 
alongside local agencies such as the Grand 
river conservation authority to ensure 
withdrawals do not exceed sustainable 
limits. For instance, we voluntarily 
reduced our maximum monthly permitted 
withdrawals by 20 per cent since a Level 2 
drought was declared in the region. 

Partner to solve shared water 
challenges: we create shared value 
through employment, local sourcing, 
volunteerism, sponsorships, partnerships, 
collective action, community investments, 
and more. For example, we recently 
donated $460,000 to the University of 
Guelph to support groundwater research 
in wellington county aimed at ensuring 
the continuation of a safe and sustainable 
groundwater system. we also support the 
Friends of mill creek Stewardship rangers 
program, which undertakes fishery and 
stream rehabilitation works, and the Green 
Legacy Programme, which helps to expand 
forest cover on our aberfoyle property. 
both programs recruit local high school 
and middle school students to participate 
in conservation and rehabilitation efforts 
and learn more about the importance of 
preserving our environment.

AS CoNSUMErS, we expect that when we 
turn on the tap—whether for drinking, 
cooking, or cleaning—the water will 
flow. at nestlé waters north america, 
we expect the same thing, which is 
why we work tirelessly to manage our 
shared water resources. water is both 
our passion and our business, so we 
approach our jobs as stewards with the 
mindset that we must work together to 
ensure the water we all depend on will be 
there today and tomorrow.

For over 15 years, more than 300 of us 
have been working in wellington county, 
ont. at the aberfoyle water bottling plant. 
many of our team members live here, too, 
and we are all deeply invested in the long-
term well-being of the environment and 
community. as part of this commitment, 
we have developed and applied the nestlé 
waters water Stewardship roadmap. the 
roadmap to enhance our ability to protect 
our shared water resource and act as 
efficiently as possible while also creating 
shared value in the community. Some key 
principles of this roadmap include: 

use scientific data and standards 
to inform our decision-making 
and activities: we have more than 80 
monitoring points at aberfoyle that 
provide us with the data we need to 
make responsible decisions. we monitor 
groundwater levels hourly to closely track 
groundwater trends and publish this data 
on our website to help our stakeholders 
make informed decisions, too.

Shared water management
as a long-standing member of the 
wellington county community, we believe 
that for the local watershed to remain a 
sustainable supply, all groundwater users 
need to follow a water roadmap and 
financial resources must be set aside to fund 
the sustainability of the watershed. that is 
why we agree with ontario’s Premier and 
the minister of the environment & climate 
change that the existing price of $3.71 
per million litres of water is insufficient. 
we look forward to collaborating with the 
government and other key stakeholders 
to determine the equitable cost for all 
water users to sustain our shared water  
resources for years to come.  Wc

nelson Switzer is the chief sustainability 
officer at nestlé waters north america. 

For shared value: bY neLSon SwitZer

H2OPINION
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H2OPINION Want to share your H2Opinion? Email katherine@watercanada.net

tHiS MAP of bottled water sales and 
consumption in the Great Lakes region was 
developed by the Great Lakes commons—a 
collective of environmental nGos and 
concerned citizens. consumption data is 
based on population numbers multiplied 
by the national average consumption of 
bottled water. the bottle water sales data 
was drawn from provincial and state water 
permit information. the focus here is the 

Source: http://w
w

w.greatlakescom
m

ons.org/our-blog-b/2016/8/w
hos-counting-m

apping-bottled-w
ater-in-the-great-lakes

transport of water over political boundaries 
and potentially outside the watershed. 

water bottling companies have 
become easy targets for public criticism 
because of the visible nature of their 
water use as well as their use of 
plastic. concerns over water bottling 
operations focus on permit prices, 
inter-basin transport, privatization, 
and plastic pollution. ironically, many 

Bottled Water in the Great Lakes Basin
of the arguments used against them 
could apply to other water uses and 
consumer products. everything we eat, 
drink, manufacture, or fuel uses water, 
whether that water is sipped from a 
bottle or tap, used to wash cars or to 
irrigate golf courses. the point is that we 
need to manage our water responsibly, 
and the private sector must be part of  
the solution. —Staff
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reNeW 
Redevelopment 
at the community 
scale

reaCH oUt 
Communications,  
Marketing  
& Public  
Engagement

broWNfIeLDer  
of tHe Year 
Recognizing  
an outstanding  
individual in  
the industry

tHe broWNIe aWarDs are 
preseNteD IN seveN CategorIes:

Since 2000, the Brownie Awards have 

recognized the builders, innovators, and 

visionaries who are dedicated to the 

rehabilitation of brownfield sites that 

were once contaminated, under-utilized 

and undeveloped into productive 

residential and commercial projects 

that contribute to the growth of healthy 

cities and communities across Canada.

For Event and Award 

Category sponsorships 

and corporate tables:

For single tickets, visit  

brownieawards.ca

Brownie 
Awards 2016

Recognizing Excellence in the Remediation and 
Redevelopment of Brownfield Sites Across Canada

tuesday,  
Nov. 29, 2016
reception: 5 p.m.

Dinner: 6 p.m.

Delta Toronto Hotel 
75 Lower Simcoe St., 

Toronto, ON

reprograM 
Legislation, Policy  
& Program Initiatives

reMeDIate 
Sustainable  
Remediation  
& Technological  
Innovation

reINvest
Financing, Risk 
Management & 
Partnerships

rebUILD 
Redevelopment at  
the local site scale

elena Langlois

p: 416-444-5842 ext. 151

e: elena@actualmedia.ca
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